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Abstract—Learning is a way which improves our
ability to solve problems related to the environment
surrounding us. Extended Classifier System (XCS) is
a learning classifier system that use reinforcement
learning mechanism to solve complex problems with
robust performance. It is an accuracy-based system that
works by observing environment, taking input from it
and applying suitable actions. Every action of XCS gets
a feedback in return from the environment which is
used to improve its performance. It also has ability
to apply genetic algorithm (GA) on existing classifiers
and create new ones by taking cross-over and mutation
which have better performance. XCS handles single step
and multi-step problems by using different methods like
Q-learning mechanism.
The ultimate challenge of XCS is to design an
implementation which arrange multiple components in
a unique way to produce compact and comprehensive solution in a least amount of time. Real time
implementation requires flexibility for modifications
and uniqueness to cover all aspects. XCS has recently
been modified for real input values and a memory
management system is also introduced which enhance
its ability in different kind of applications like data
mining, control stock exchange. In this article, there will
be a brief discussion about the parameter and components of XCS. Main part of this article will cover the
extended versions of XCS with further improvements
and focus on applications, usage in real environment
and relationship with organic computing.
Keywords—LCS, XCS, organic computing, Q learning, genetic algorithm, mutation, crossover, XCSR,
XCSF, XCSM.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Learning classifier system (LCS) combines
evolutionary computation with learning methods to
solve complex supervised and reinforcement learning
problems. Initial Learning Classifier System (LCS)
[14] was introduced by John H. Holland in 1975.
The Basic idea behind this model is to specify that
how can computers be programmed so that problems
are solved by specifying ”What is to be done?”
rather than ”How to do it?”. Based on the initial
approach by Holland, Wilson proposed a simplified
and more efficient classifier system in 1995 called
Extended Classifier System” (XCS).
Extended classifier system uses condition-actionprediction rules to maintain a population called

classifier to identify the current knowledge about
the problem to be solved [2]. Each classifier with
binary problem has a condition as a string which
is combination of ternary alphabets {0, 1, #}. The
symbol # is called don’t care operator which
indicates that the corresponding position can either
match 0 or 1 that identify a portion of the problem
and the action of classifier represents a part of the
solution identified by the condition.
XCS applies reinforcement learning mechanism to
evaluate classifier prediction and genetic algorithm to
discover better classifiers by selecting, recombining,
and mutating existing ones.
The goal of this work is to discuss about XCS, its
component, modified versions with applications in
different areas and focusing on how it works and
interacts with the environment. In first section, there
is a general overview about XCS. The next section
will focus on further improvement and modifications
in XCS. In third section, some applications and
usage of XCS will be highlighted. Fourth section
will cover the link of this system with organic
computing and at the end there will be a conclusion
and summery of this topic.

II. OVERVIEW OF E XTENDED CLASSIFIER SYSTEM
XCS is one of the most popular LCS which uses
Q − learning technique for updating its parameters
i.e. prediction, prediction error and fitness value. In
XCS, there is population set [P] which consists of
classifiers. Each classifier has further parts i.e. condition, action, prediction, prediction error and fitness
value. The fig. 1 below is representing the parts of
classifier.
There are three main components of extended
classifier system:
•
•

Performance components (Matching, payoff prediction, action selection)
Reinforcement components (attribute update, deferred credit assignment)

Fig. 1. An example of XCS classifier [13].

•

Discovery components (covering of nonexplored niches, refinement of poorly explored
niches)

Every time XCS takes an input from observed
environment, compares it with the set of classifiers
in the population set and creates a new matching
set [M] as displayed in fig. 2. Among all matching
classifiers, prediction array (PA) calculates the most
promising classifiers for action set [A]. For every
possible action ai , prediction P (ai ) is computed to
analyze the expected payoff. Action selection can
be done either by choosing actions with highest
prediction (deterministic) or with certain probability
to the other actions which do not have null prediction
(probabilistic). These actions are accomplished on environment which in return delivers a payoff or reward
r. This reward r is used to update the parameters
of classifier in action set [A] corresponding to the
previous time stamp by using Q−learning technique
[2].

be predefined initial values (typically 10:0, 0:0, and
0:01) respectively.
Genetic algorithm (GA) is also a most important
part in XCS which triggers when the average time
of all classifiers in action set [A] is greater than
θGA (often set to 50). The GA selects two parental
classifiers from action set [A] using roulette-wheel
selection [16] or tournament selection [17] who have
higher fitness value and copied them to generate two
new offspring classifiers clof f . GA uses different
mechanisms i.e. mutation and crossover in which values in condition part of parent classifiers are shuffled
with probability to produce new off springs.
III. XCS C LASSIFIER S YSTEM FOR
M ULTI - OBJECTIVE R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING
P ROBLEMS
Most of complex real-world problems involve multiple objectives and different evolutionary techniques
are used to solve these problems. Extended classifier system uses reinforcement learning technique
to tackle real world multi-step issues e.g. traffic
control. Unlike classifier with single-step problem
which gets reward immediately by applying actions
on environment, classifier with multi-step problem
uses output of previous iteration to predict next
iteration as follows:
P = rt−1 + γ ∗ maxP (a)
Where r denotes the reward, t denotes the time and
combination of rt−1 denotes the reward of previous
iteration, γ is a learning factor and P (a) is a system
prediction. At every iteration, classifier adds the reward and makes system prediction more accurate by
applying reinforcement learning.
IV. I MPROVEMENTS IN E XTENDED CLASSIFIER
SYSTEM

A. XCSI: XCS Modified for Integer Inputs

Fig. 2. XCS classifier for single-step problem [13].

In some cases, If the given input does not match
with the condition in the population set [P] or the
matching set [M] shows empty value then the condition is fulfilled by covering mechanism. Covering
is a process which produces novel classifiers which
are general enough to match with current input. The
values like p,  and F in new classifier are set to

Wilson proposed a model XCSI which deals with
integer input values composed with range 0 to 9
[3]. The modifications are done in input interface,
the mutation operator, covering, and subsumption
of XCS for handling this format. In condition part,
interval predicates li , ui are used, where li (lower)
and ui (upper) are integers. Every time classifier
matches input x if and only if it satisfies the
condition li ≤ xi ≤ ui for all xi . Mutation is done
by adding a value with amount rand(m0 ), where
m0 is a fixed integer with value range [0, m0 ]. If a
new value of li is less than the minimum possible
input value, then the new value is set to 1 and If the
new value is greater than ui then it sets equal to ui .

If set of classifiers do not have matching value with
input parameters then the condition is fulfilled by
”covering” in which classifier manage components
l0 ,u0 ,...ln ,un where each li = xi − rand1 (r), but
limited to the minimum possible input value and
hi = xi +rand1 (r), limited to the maximum possible
input value; rand1 picks a random integer from [0, r],
with r is a fixed integer. Subsumption of one classifier
by another occurs if every interval predicate in the
first classifiers condition subsumes the corresponding
predicate in the second classifiers condition.
B. XCSF: XCS for real-valued function approximation system
XCSF is one of modified version of XCS, which
presented by Wilson in 2002 [4]. It evolves classifiers to represent piece wise linear approximations
of reward that is commonly the problem solution
or the function value [5]. It is different from the
original XCS at three points i.e. (1) It uses integer
values just like XCSI instead of binary, (2) It uses
weight vector for prediction and (3) the weight is
updated instead of prediction. For every input value,
XCSF uses two values for fulfilling condition. The
lower limit is represented by li and the upper limit
is represented by ui in each interval. Weight vector
is also used in condition part to make prediction by
calculating it using formula given below:
h(x) = ωx 0
Where ω is the weight vector (ω0 , ω1 , ω2 , ....ωn )
and x 0 is the input vector x augmented by a constant
(x0 , x1 , x2 , ....xn ). XCSF is able to approximate
multi-dimensional, real-valued function surfaces
from samples by locally weighted, usually linear,
models [12]. It also overcome many problems
like covering, solution sustenance and learning
time challenge by estimating number of required
mutations and the learning time and deletion strategy.
C. XCSM: Extended classifier system with internal
memory
Extended classifier system uses sensor to interact
with the environment for getting perception. The
original XCS has no memory management system
which means it performs better only in those
situations when the environment is completely
observable. There are some scenarios when the
sensors can get complete knowledge about the
environment which means the environment is
completely observable and system makes predictions
accurately. But in some cases, sensors only get
partial observation and do not perform optimal

strategy on the basis of current inputs because of
incomplete information about environment.
When facing an environment with partial observation,
a memory mechanism was introduced in extended
classifier system [11] which consists of internal
register, extending classifier with internal memory
and internal action to deal with the incomplete
information deriving from the sensors. Now agents
take current situation from the environment and make
optimal strategy by accessing past states from internal
memory. XCSM is applied on partially observable
environments like Woods101 and Woods102 and it
learns an optimal policy in these environments.
V. A PPLICATIONS OF E XTENDED CLASSIFIER
SYSTEM

Extended classifier system with modified versions
are used in various fields because of its higher accuracy and prediction power. In this article, Three main
applications of XCS are discussed.
A. Data mining
Data mining [7] is a process of finding out
patterns in data. These patterns are represented
by applying rules on a given data and predict
desired outcomes. Similarly, XCS [6], a learning
classifier system, evolves rules (classifiers) through
which the system gradually improves its ability to
obtain environmental reward. Wilson applied XCSI
(Extended classifier system for Integer values) to
the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database in paper
[7] and made two experiments, the first was on
two-dimensional data set and the other one with nine
dimensions. In these experiments, Wilson gave a
conclusion that XCSI has a potential to handle data
with integer values ranging from 0 to 9. For a wide
range of problems, XCS based systems are a very
good choice for high performance combined with
clear pattern discovery.
XCS is also used for distributed data mining for
real-valued inputs in dynamic environments [8]. It has
ability to adopt continuous environmental changes
and reuse the information from the past. In distributed
environment, transmission of data depends on the
performance of system at client side as the client
connects with the server.
B. Supply Chain Management Sales
XCSR (Extended classifier system for real values)
is used to manage supply chain management [9].
TicTACtoe approach solves the TAC SCM problem
with three modules, Purchase, Production and Sales.

The graphical representation of these modules are
given below in Fig. 3:

Fig. 3. TicTACtoe Architecture [9].

Each module gets information from the environment and manage a sub problem by taking its own
decision and with coordination of other modules. The
final decision of the product price in supply chain
management is conducted by XCSR. The product is
managed in such a way that it has as low price as it
can win the order and at the same time as maximum
as it gives profit to the customer. This decision is
taken inside the Sales Module by accessing the XCSR
library through two methods. The first one introduces
the current state of the environment, finds the match
set and the action that should take effect. Moreover,
it associates the action set to the RFQ, in order to
reward it later. The second one rewards the action set
and saves the error information to compute further
population statistics [9].

VI. R ELATION OF XCS WITH ORGANIC
COMPUTING

Organic systems have autonomous subsystem
consists of sensors and actuators. These sensors
interact with the environment and take input from it.
This input is then provided to the control mechanism
where sub components interact with each other and
produce an optimal solution which will then hand
over to actuators to apply on environment. Global
control is not necessary in organic system because
this system is capable to perform certain actions
i.e. self-healing, self-adaptation, self-motivation,
self-organization and it is robust enough to recover
itself from disturbances. Organic system changes
design time decision to run-time as the components
prepare themselves to interact autonomously with
unknown situations and produce outcomes in a
unique pattern by displaying emergence.
XCS is used in organic system with two modifications. On one hand, the steady-state niche GA
is removed from the conventional main-loop and
replaced by an evolution strategy [18] for creating approximately optimal reactions offline, i.e. not directly
affecting the system under observation and control.
On other hand, The covering operator is modified in
a way that it does not create conditions and actions
in a probabilistic manner, but considers classifiers
in the proximity and selects the nearest neighbours
condition to be widened until the uncovered situation
is encompassed [19]. Classifiers are now produced
on demand instead of periodically and the covering
mechanism now stresses the classifiers to generalize.

C. Identifying Trade Entry and Exit Timing
Extended classifier system (XCS) uses mathematical technical indicators to identify the timing of
the market exit and financial time series forecasting.
These indicators define the algorithm in such a way
that the signals are free of errors and can easily be
tested on large amount of data. HXCS (Hierarchical
configuration of XCS agents) discovered by Gershoff
[10] takes input from technical indicators and learn
profitable rules for trading market data. Micro agents
within HXCS view the state and produce signals in
the form of 0 or 1 (buy or sale) and send them to the
Meta agent. This Meta agent receive majority voting
set of signals and confidence indicators to produce
an action signal for executing on environment. The
feedback of the action decides whether the price of
following day will close above or below the current
day. With wrong action, the feedback will be zero
and if action is correct then the agents receive non
zero value as payoff.

Fig. 4. Multi-layer Observer/Controller architecture for XCS-O/C
[19].

Fig. 4 shows the respective parts due to XCS
modification. Layer 0 represents productive system
which provides access to observation and control
interface. Layer 1 covers parameter selection and
online learning. It gets observations from layer 0 and

generates situation description by changing parameters, structure and techniques to current condition.
Layer 2 covers offline learning and generate new
rules when the values are missing in layer 1. Layer 3
makes collaboration by communication, negotiation,
self explanation and goal modification.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article has presented the concept and different
research directions of extended classifier system with
some modifications. Reinforcement learning technique is used in XCS for adaptation of different
behaviors and improving itself for incoming tasks.
The article began with an overview of Extended classifier system, its different components, working and
interaction with environment. Paper then discussed
extended classifier system for multi-input values as
in real world scenarios, most of the problems have
multiple objectives. To improve its performance, XCS
is extended for real valued input and a memory
mechanism is also applied on it to tackle those situations when the environment is partially observable.
With all these modifications, XCS is used in different
fields i.e, data mining, supply chain management
and identifying trade entry and exit timings in stock
market. In addition, this article made a relation of
XCS with organic computing and discussed how it
will be modified to fit in the working of organic
computing. The research field of organic computing
systems still generate a variety of questions that have
to be answered to satisfy the rising requirements of
computing systems to appear in a future not that far
away.
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